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ABOUT
Jean-Luc LE MOUNIER is a Breton designer and artist.
Sensitive since childhood to the world of craftsmanship, he
creates exceptional furniture.
After 10 years of training in cabinetmaking, he obtained the
prestigious title of «Compagnon du Devoir», and then opened in
2003 in Dinard his own workshop. During several years, he
collaborates with different designers, among which the famous
Maria Pergay.
In 2010, he decided to devote himself exclusively to the
realization of his own creations. Each of his works is a subtle
blend of tradition and modernity. He draws his inspiration from
all that surrounds him, nature, architecture or fashion.
Today, he is represented by Todd Merrill Studio in New York,
which defends his work and exhibits his furniture at the biggest
international shows like Design Miami/Basel, the PAD or
The Salon Art+Design in New York.

RECENT EXHIBITIONS AND COMING
In collaboration with Todd Merrill Studio, NYC
2020
Collectible Brussels, Belgium, March 5-8, 2020
PAD Paris - Jardins des Tuileries, April 1-5, 2020
2019
Design Miami - Miami Beach
The Salon Art+Design - Park Avenue NYC
PAD London - Berkeley Square/Mayfair
Collectible Brussels, Belgium
PAD Genève, Suisse
2018
Design Miami, USA, Miami
Design Miami Basel, Suisse
Art Wynwood Miami, USA
2017
AD Collections, Musée d’Art Moderne de Paris

CREATIONS

Each piece he creates is made in his workshop. Jean-Luc
explores through each work new ways of cabinetmaking,
elevated to an art level.
By bringing a blend of tradition and avant-garde,
he imagines, composes and signs exceptional furniture
with unknown facets to better astonish and seduce.
His style, elegant and graphic, expresses through
the accuracy of his drawings and the noble materials
he uses to create.
Original alliance of rare species of wood and of
precious materials, each composition reveals
the sensitive and boldness of the artist.

“PAPILLON” : the magnificent cabinet in black and gold straw marquetry unveiled during Design/Miami in December
2018, found its place in a penthouse of the top of the extraordinary "1000 MUSEUM", the brand new Miami tower
designed by the famous designer ZAHA HADID.

Concrete facade of a building in New York

“ORIGAMI” Pair of cabinets in engraved sycamore, bronze et black sand, interior in sycamore marquetry

S :39,4 x 21,65 x 90,55 m

It was during one of his trips to the United States that “ORIGAMI” was born. The geometric patterns of the cabinets are inspired by the concrete façade of a New York building.
The décor is entirely made by the assembly of molded bronze and engraved wood parts, which emphasizes the dynamic and sculptural aspect of the whole set. This contrast
game is accentuated by the original use of black sand applied to the hexagon panels, reinterpreting the raw and mineral side of the concrete.
This amazing mixture of materials is one of the peculiarities of Jean-Luc’s work, giving each of his works an original and powerful character.

UNIQUE

The extreme attention to details in the construction and
design of his furniture has become, over time, a signature of
the artist.
A true explorer of materials, he even uses techniques
previously reserved for the manufacture of fine jewelry, as for
his latest work "HAMADA" realized
in collaboration with an Master-Enameller of Limoges.
The granite texture in enamel that composes the decoration
of the facade is achieved by a long cooking process allowing
the fixation of black crystal on copper sheets. The whole is
covered by a thin layer of platinum providing for each plate
an extraordinary shine.
Inspired by natural elements, art, fashion or architecture, his
works forcefully combine new forms giving real meaning to
each realization.
The totally unpredictable nature of the creativity of
Jean-Luc or the multitude of materials used makes each new
piece a unique event for furniture lovers.

“HAMADA” Black stainless steel chest, ebony, facade covered with enamel Platinum finished

S : 90,9 x 16,9 x 38,2 m
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